Proposed football stadium entrenched in debate between north and south

Residents continue to request change in location to avoid traffic problems in neighborhoods surrounding campus

TYPING RINGS

Ever at odds over the hot topic of a home stadium for UCF football, UCF and its neighbors are coming to the table with new proposals and problems.

The UCF Board of Trustees and administration have not yet formally voted to build the proposed UCF stadium. In the meantime, debates are still ongoing concerning the stadium’s future site and the effect it may have on UCF’s neighborhood community.

Since announcing the initial plan to build a UCF home stadium to host football games, UCF has held more than 10 public hearings with community groups, residents, students and other organizations.

The latest meeting, held July 25, centered on the debate over possible future sites of the stadium.

The first of the two possible sites is proposed to be adjacent to the existing Arena, proposed Convocation Center, alumni building and existing sports facilities. According to UCF administration, this is the most reasonable and obvious choice for location. Additional parking, student housing and retail space have already been planned and are under construction now. However, residents of the neighboring community have not received adequate support from the community for this location.

Neighboring-govt-stadium would be preferable because it would be located in a more appropriate area, near the residence halls and away from the south of the campus.

Neighbors stated at the July 25 meeting that this move would be preferable because it would avoid traffic near their homes would be decreased as would the undesirable sight-line of having the stadium’s lights visible from their backyards. Yet at the meeting, Administration and Finance Vice President Bill Merck said that the southern site would yield more money than the other.
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Playing the investment game can be intimidating, but students need to start planning for their futures early. Your time will be spent.

The first event was entitled, “UCF Graduate” and was part of a larger initiative called LINK, an event to help students the opportunity to interact one-on-one with academic faculty, other students, campus leaders and university administrators. UCF Director Rebecca Monds said in an e-mail.
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T-shirt company proves it's hip to old school vintage
Vintages swelling sells original patterns as well as valuable vintage clothing

BY NIKKI BROWN

When John Kiddle became final­izer with the corporate world after college, he didn't take a typical route. Instead of jumping back into the rat race, he hopped into a thrift store and found his place in the business world with a shifted world and a creative potential. Kiddle founded Vintage Vantage, one of the nation's leading vintage T-shirt companies.

Kiddle, who has just released his second book, "Antique California," is just one of the many individuals to contribute to the nation's vintage T-shirt companies.

"I've been collecting T-shirts for about 30 years," Kiddle said. "I started making a name for myself on eBay I was able to make a living in some of my other designs and created a line of vintage T-shirts."

The friend of old-fashioned T-shirts has hit every stage of the fashion business, from Target to Target, Vintage Vantage, the front of the pack with the largest number of collectible and continually offensive T-shirt designs.

"I'm an old-fashioned woman," Kiddle said. "We don't use our own base stores to sell our stuff all over the place and we try to make our stuff pretty crazy."

The trend of old-colored T-shirts has hit every stage of the fashion business, from Target to Target, Vintage Vantage, the front of the pack with the largest number of collectible and continually offensive T-shirt designs.

The friend of old-fashioned T-shirts has hit every stage of the fashion business, from Target to Target, Vintage Vantage, the front of the pack with the largest number of collectible and continually offensive T-shirt designs. Vantage California, "Women's can't beat it," Kiddle said. "Everyone wins when I leave," Kiddle said. "We can find our T-shirts in cool boutique and specialty stores around the world."

Last year during the presiden­tial elections, Kiddle and retail clothing chain Urban Outfitters drew last for a T-shirt that read: "Voting is for old people." The popularity of the shirt only grew as the T-shirt entrepreneur offered them for free on the company's Web site (www.vintageto­magedd.com) as long as customers promised to wear it to the voting booths.

Urban Outfitters isn't the only chain that has caught on to Kiddle's easy designs. "They don't have our own base stores," Kiddle said. "But you can find our stuff in lots of cool boutique and specialty stores around the world."

Kiddle admits that he and his staff don't necessarily target any specific demographic when it comes to designing and selling new shirts, but he has seen success in making the shirt for the crew at Camp Cool (Callah's密度 plane's (Kiddle's所以我 played for our headquarters) to even­tually do more.

"We definitely don't appeal to everybody, but there are plenty of people out there who share our twisted sense of humor," Kiddle said. "We def­initely appeal to a younger, college-aged crowd, but all ages seem to love our stuff. As for geography, it's all over the place. We're hip in California, but all over the place as well."

Bentley cut vacation short to meet new students

Feb 11

During the event, Bentley reflected on the event ways for people new to UCF to expand. Keddie then really wanted to focus on the event way of the event. "It was the day after I move in," Keddie said. "I like to laugh. I don't like to work hard. I like to have a good time."

"I'd love to create a T-shirt for Bentley," Keddie said. "I really want to make the T-shirt for Bentley."
**Introducing WebRevalue for your UCFCard**

WebRevalue is a simple and convenient way to add money to your UCFCard.

1. Go to www.ucfcard.ucf.edu. (From anywhere in the world!)
2. Click on the WebRevalue icon and follow the simple directions.
3. Visit a WebRevalue Kiosk to load the $$. to your UCFCard.

It’s so easy, even your parents can use it! (Hint: Send them the ISO number from the front of your UCFCard)

Use your UCFCard for food, gear, supplies, and discounted vending all over campus.

Voice: 407.823.2100
Fax: 407.823.3278
www.ucfcard.ucf.edu
HIGHER EDUCATION

What's the news at colleges around the country

Court sides with California State in discrimination suit
SAN FRANCISCO — A state appeals court dismis­
sed a student's lawsuit against the California State
University system that alleged the university dis­
criminated against Hispanic
students by considering SAT scores as a factor in admis­
sion.

The 2nd District Court of Appeal in Ventura also dis­
missed allegations that CSU's policy of giving minorities preferences to students who live near Cal­
ifornia Polytechnic State Uni­
versity San Luis Obispo dis­
criminated against minorities.

The suit was brought by Bill Garcia, who filed suit for admission to Cal Poly in 2002. Her son, which other students who had been denied admission joined as co­plaintiffs, cited a 2001 study that showed pro­gram runs or funded by the state had a far lower acceptance rate than did public state schools.

The court also said the suit is a legal challenge to state law that prohibits policy­ creted against Hispanics.
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ifornia Polytechnic State Uni­
versity San Luis Obispo dis­
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The court also said the suit is a legal challenge to state law that prohibits policy­

***

More students face fees for changing tuition policy
COLUMBUS, Ohio — For the first time in Ohio college history, the cost of paying with plastic to take courses.

Bowling Green State Uni­
versity, which is a state­run university that offers a wide range of courses, recently raised the price of its courses.

The school's tuition and fees have increased by an average of 3.5 percent over the past three years.

The university is one of only a few in the state that does not have a sliding scale for tuition.

The idea of using plastic cards to pay for tuition was proposed by some students, who argued that it would make it easier for them to budget their money.

The plan, which is currently being tested, is expected to save the university $1 million over the next five years.

School superintendent sharply criticizes staff

MARGARET FISK, Virginia — A group of parents complained to the school superintendent about the lack of attention given to their children.

They said that the school was not doing enough to help students who are falling behind.
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THE PLACE FOR PAY-AS-YOU-GO WIRELESS

Now $39.99

Key Features:
- Supersonic Ringtones (real music)
- Text messaging
- VirginXtra
- Exclusive access to MTV content

PREPAID LONG DISTANCE CARDS ALSO AVAILABLE

BUY A PHONE - OR - FILL UP HERE

Check Out Our

- MENTION THIS AD AND YOU COULD WIN THIS TV!

MOTLED DAY PORK — $9.99
- RIBS — $12.99
- CHICKEN — $9.99
- WEDNESDAY — BEEF & PORK — $9.99
- FRIDAY — SAMPLER PLATTER — $14.99

* DRAFT BEER *

Don't Forget to Ask for a Take-Out-Menu!

KELLER'S BBQ is right on que — SCOTT JOSEPH, ORLANDO SENTINEL

The BBQ is still some of the best you'll find in these parts. — ORLANDO SENTINEL

KELLER'S FREE LARGE BEEF OR PORK SANDWICH

With purchase of one of equal or greater value and two beverages. Not valid with any other offer or discount. UCF location only. Coupon required. Exp. 10/01/05.

7756 University Blvd., Ste. 104 • (407) 388-1222
Located on the corner of Edgewater and University in the Willow Dunes Shopping Plaza.

Call us to cater your parties & events

(407) 281-0100
F: (407) 380-8954
1002 N. Orange Blvd., Orlando, FL 32807
www.keller'sbbq.com

50% off first month's rent

*minimum credit score required*
A news story from the Orlando Sentinel newspaper discussing the case of Natalee Holloway.

The story includes the following points:

- The focus is on Natalee Holloway, a 19-year-old student from Saint Leo University, who disappeared in Aruba.
- The article discusses the university's stance on the matter, emphasizing the lack of evidence and the continued search for information.
- It is mentioned that the university has not been involved in the investigation.
- The story highlights the impact of the disappearance on the university's reputation and the efforts of its public relations department to maintain a transparent image.
- The university's spokesperson is quoted as saying that the university is not involved in the investigation.

The text also includes some personal quotes and reflections from individuals involved in the case, but these are not directly transcribed as part of the main narrative.

This information is based on the visible content of the page, without including any images or advertisements.
School officials show benefits of stadium’s proposed location

create a domino effect of additional construction needed to adequately accommodate the new facility.

According to materials published by the University News and Information office and Merck, the south site would require the building of new access roads, an extension of Libra Drive, reconfiguring of existing parking lots as well as the construction of new parking lots. In addition, the proposed site sits on top of existing baseball fields and would require creating new fields. All of this, not to mention the environmental impact to existing retention ponds and wetlands.

In short, the project would require additional building not yet planned for and added time and cost to the end product. As it stands, the proposed 45,000-seat stadium could be completed by the 2007 football season, according to the published stadium update from UCF News and Information. That is, of course, depending on standing weather, a prolonged start date and other mitigating factors that could arise.

At this point the debate remains open between the north and south locations. Another meeting and vote for the Board of Trustees has been scheduled for Nov. 9 at 1 p.m. at the Student Union. These UCF officials intend to make their case for further consideration to the south location.

That is, of course, not withstanding weather, a prolonged start date and other mitigating factors that could arise.

President John C. Hitt and Vice President Maribeth Ehasz invite you and your family to attend the New Student Convocation hosted by the President’s Leadership Council at The University of Central Florida Arena

Saturday, August 20, 2005
4:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.

Please join key university leaders as they welcome you to the university community and introduce the values, traditions, and expectations for new students as you begin your academic career as Golden Knights.

Space is limited. Doors open at 3:00p.m. Dressy casual attire suggested.
Live The Dream.
Get Money For College.

Dream a bigger dream for yourself ... then live it! America is a land of dreams, and a college education is still the vehicle that gets you there. Edamerica provides money for college with low-cost student loans. We empower you to live your dream!

Ask about our new ZERO FEE Stafford loans and find out how you can get even more money for college!

Don’t let money be an obstacle to getting your education and grabbing your piece of the American Dream. Make it happen. With Edamerica.

edamerica

800.337.1009 • edamerica.net
Sorority recruitment begins for hundreds of hopefuls

Sorority recruitment kicked off Monday night in the Regus Ballrooms at the Student Union. More than 400 girls enthralled on their journeys towards finding a Greek home best suited for them.

With the aid of their Rho Gamma liaisons and the hundreds of willing sorority members at UCF, each new recruit is being treated to a week of entertainment and lessons in shorthand by the Phiadelphia Sorority council participating in this year’s recruitment week.

Each day of recruitment features the sorority hopefuls visiting each of the sororities and meeting as many members as possible while learning the history and activities of each organization. Recruitment wraps up Sunday at 1 p.m.

Little money can go a long way when it comes to planning futures

A student could invest $500 a month and have $5 million in a retirement fund at age 65. Wait until age 35, and you’ll have about $300,000, Gregg said. Or wait until age 45, and you’ll have about $180,000.

If you’re struggling, and anyone looking at the numbers can see saving early pays off. But there are more to it than just putting money into an account and watching the numbers grow off. Students need to understand where their money is going.

Weisbrod invests a portion of every paycheck into his company’s stock if he can. “Basically, I gave myself a raise for investing in their stock,” Weisbrod said.

Buying only one company’s stock is a risk, Long congratulated as he reflected on all the dinners he had only consumed with companies. “When flavor under them last big time,” he said.

The important move is to spread out stocks among different companies. If one company that you have other investments sold back.

Weisbrod acknowledges the risk and says he plans to lower after he graduates college. "IT go on an investment broker or institution I trust to help me out," he said.

President of the UCF student organization Financial Management Association Matthew Scott also thinks long term rather than short term. He invests in different stocks and ways to start investing in real estate.

His advice: “As a general rule, save at least 10 percent of your salary, in some form of a retirement account, through your employer,” he said.

Pension plans are one option available through an employer. There are two types of pension plans: defined contribution or defined benefit.

Defined contribution plans are individual accounts, with benefits based on the amount contributed, income, gains and losses. These plans are typically easier to understand and can be funded through payroll deductions.

Perhaps the most common plans are 401(k)s. Employees can make pre-tax contributions, which their employer may match, earnings grow tax deferred and reduce as an employee’s needs increase.

The second type of pension plans, defined benefit plans, promise a specific monthly benefit during retirement. "Employees will pay employees a fixed amount per month based on their pre-retirement salary and number of years of service,” Gregg said. But unlike defined contribution plans, employees are not required to make investment decisions.

“It is an excellent retirement savings vehicle that is the same for all individuals,” said Weisbrod.

Individual retirement accounts, another option, often provide incentives to save.

IRAs are also divided into two types of traditional IRAs and Roth IRAs. With a traditional IRA, money grows tax deferred. That means an investor doesn’t pay taxes until he or she begins withdrawing money from the account.

The biggest advantage of a Roth IRA is its tax exemption. Let’s say you make $100,000 a year and are asking $4,000 in a Roth IRA. If you’re in the 25 percent tax bracket, you’d pay $1,000 less up front on $100,000, but the money you set aside grows tax-free.

On the other hand, if you put the same amount into a traditional IRA, it grows to $100,000, you would pay taxes on $100,000 instead. And in a 25 percent tax bracket, it comes out to a better sum — $25,000.

Both types of IRAs have advantages and disadvantages. Both IRAs don’t have a specific age requirement, whereby payments on traditional IRAs must start by 70½ years old. Because the money has to be put aside for a number of years, early withdrawal penalties may also apply.

Company pensions and IRAs, through more common, aren’t the only options. With so many investment choices, choosing where to put money can be overwhelming. Gregg advises students to talk to a financial planning class or meet with a financial planner who can explain the ins and outs.

But by starting now, students prepare themselves for the future. "College is a good time to start,” Weisbrod said. "It’s the next step for becoming a true adult for a lot of students and it’s when you’re supposed to be doing these life lessons.”

When you need help... We are here for you.

Options • Advocacy • Education

UCF Victim Services

A UCF victim advocate is available 24-hours a day, 7 days a week.

All services are free of charge and confidential.

You can call Victim Services at 407-823-2425 during normal business hours at 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday–Friday after hours, weekends, and holidays please call the Communications Center at 407-823-5555.

College Student Union

Students need to understand where their money is going.
There's a lot of fun to be had for less money than you might think.

Devaney's Too
Alafaya and Colonial
For the past four years, Devaney's Too has been an "under the radar" gem on the horizon for students. It's located
in the shopping center on Alafaya Trail and East Colonial Drive next to Groove 'n Groove.

It is a good place to go to, to unwind, chances are you will find a
friend or two while you play pool, darts, and even watch the
big game.

Devaney's Too, and several other places, offers full-service sports bar that serves a
great array of drinks, food and beer. They offer specialty drinks, such as the "Madman's Margarita" for those
who aren't into beer.

Despite the various drink specials, only the "game" of Golden Tee continues to bring in the younger
population. As junior Ryan Loomis said, "People come because the drinks are cheap and it's free..."

Devaney's Too
Alafaya and Colonial

The Liquid Cellar & Bistro
University Shoppes Plaza

UCF is only 15 years old but the tradition of growing, fun-
spreading from the campus life and Gold/Silver, has one
local bar and restaurant at the center of the school's spirit for more than a
decade.

The Liquid Cellar has long
been the home of UCF bars
and all college football fans for
ten years-and the friendly
staff prides itself on making
care that every UCF student
and alumni has a pleasant experience. From the well-off, the Cellar is adorned with UCF colors and pride.

Perhaps the Cellar's most
memorable feature is its leg­
endary Saturday mug specials.
For $5 you can have your very
own Cellar mug, and on every
tuesday for the rest of the bar
season you can have that
mug filled with any domestic
beer for only $1.50.

For the student's two week
in drinking age, but those who
really don't mind waking your
head up with every large pizza
purse - Lazy Moon Pizza is already well on
the way to becoming a tradition for UCF students.

Bow Thai Cafe -
Alafaya and Colonial

Bow Thai, a three-
street south of the main student
center on East Colonial
Drive and Alafaya Trail, is a
30-
dining area, include four or five
caskets that are seated at a
table for four and the menu, for example, their
for the same thing at
Bow Thai is open all day for
and all college football fans
for the past four years
and alumni.
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The UCF Shuttle provides student transportation services between 15 off-campus student resident communities and UCF, with selected stops in Research Park.

**Routes**
- Pegasus Landing
- Pegasus Pointe, College Station
- Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments
- Village at Alafaya Club, University House, Boardwalk
- Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR
- Village at Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR
- Northgate Lakes, Tivoli
- Village on Alafaya, Club, University House, Boardwalk
- Village on Science Drive, Knights Landing, HR
- Northgate Lakes, Tivoli
- Research Park (GTC/CRC/P-1/P-2/RP/BRA/HQ)
- College Park

**Campus Stops**
- Student Union
- Millican Hall
- Transit Center
- Health Center
- Health Center
- Health Center

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes (each way) from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day.

Save time, money, and all the fuss. Hop on the shuttle and ride with us!

Ride the Black and Gold On-Campus Shuttle

GET SOLD ON THE BLACK AND GOLD!

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides transportation services for everyone to travel throughout the campus. There is no per-ride fare. The service provides safe, convenient, and timely travel to the many destinations on our campus.

The operating hours are Monday thru Friday 7 A.M. until 7 P.M. These maps may be used for handy reference.

For more information, please visit our website, www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html or call us at (407) 823-6767.
Welcome Graduate Students

Welcome to graduate study at UCF. You have picked a top-notch research university where opportunities abound. Quality academic programs, great faculty, student associations, and services provide you the best experience possible.

If you need information on resources to help you accomplish critical tasks as a new student, please visit our website at www.graduate.ucf.edu or stop by our office in Millican Hall, Room 230.

Ameriprise Financial

- Sounds Like a Plan

Make plans for a rewarding career ... with Ameriprise Financial.

We are the Personal Financial Advisors of Ameriprise Financial. The next generation of American Express. Financial Advisors. We have made financial planning perfect. Then we made it perfecter. Our network of financial advisors is over 16,000 strong. And we could be your next success story.

Want to know more? Please visit an Ameriprise financial advisor or contact your local office.


Ingred Hammer
Ameriprise Financial Services, Inc.
2650 Military Trail, Suite 100
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Phone: (561) 997-9603
Fax: (561) 997-0843
Email: ingrid.i.hammer@ampf.com

The Personal Advisors of

America’s Membership Corporation

Call 1 Year Cash Advance
850-561-6666
between 10am - 6pm
e-mail: tyearcashadv@rock.com

Earn up to $34,000
while you finish your Nursing Degree

Looking for a financial boost to complete your Bachelor's in Nursing? Let the Navy Nurse Candidate Program help lead the way!

Eligibility Requirements
- US citizenship
- 18 to 40 years of age
- Cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher on a 4.0 scale
- Physically fit with no major medical problems and able to swim
- NO felony convictions
- NO pending civil actions or bad debt
- NO history of illicit drug use

Other Select:
- Receive about $1,000 a month for up to 24 months during last two years of BSN program
- Receive a $1,000 sign-on bonus paid in 2 installments
- No off-duty commitment upon graduation
- Full Navy benefits as Navy Reserve
- Full retention/terminal allowance
- 120 days paid vacation each year
- Many other benefits
- Safe none. Pilot rates

For More Information Call
NAVY Office Phone: 1-800-342-8123
E-mail: lp(jax@cnrc.navy.mil

Accelerate Your Life

University of Central Florida
Graduate Studies
Stands For Opportunity.
Men's soccer looks to practice perfection in Conference USA

Erwin and company preparing for season full of new challenges

BRIAN MURPHY

A new era of UCF soccer begins less than two weeks from kicking off, as the Knights will have to adjust to a new conference with tougher competition and they will make that adjustment with a new coach. For UCF soccer, coach Steve Forrest will be leading the Knights as they advance to the American Athletic Conference in 2013.

Forrest is excited about the opportunity to take the program to the next level. "It's a great opportunity to lead a program that I've been a part of for a long time," Forrest said. "The players are excited, and I'm excited to see how we can improve." Forrest is a UCF alum who has been a part of the program since the early 1990s. He has been an assistant coach and head coach at various levels, including at the University of South Florida.

Forrest is optimistic about the team's prospects in the American Athletic Conference. "We have a lot of good players coming back," he said. "We have some young players who are ready to step up." Forrest is also working on improving the team's defense, which was a weakness in the past.

The Knights will open the season on August 21st against South Alabama at the American Athletic Conference Tournament. Forrest is looking forward to the challenge. "We're excited to get out on the field and compete," he said. "We're ready to prove ourselves." Forrest and the Knights will be looking to take the next step in their development as they compete in a new conference.

UCF stars Ben Leong and Steven Bain will play in next week's U.S. Amateur, one of golf's most prestigious events

ANDY VASQUEZ

Of all the big time golf tournaments that are played throughout the course of the year, few can match up to the parity and history of the U.S. Amateur played by Ben Leong and Steven Bain. Both of UCF's golfers will be playing in the U.S. Amateur starting next week in Philadelphia.

Leong and Bain have both been playing golf for many years and have taken their skills to the next level. Leong is a senior at UCF and Bain is a junior. Both of them have had success in their careers and are looking forward to competing in the Amateur.

"I've been playing golf for as long as I can remember," Bain said. "It's something I've always loved and it's been a part of my life for as long as I can remember." Bain has been playing golf for over 15 years and has won several tournaments in his career.

Leong has also had a lot of success in his career. "I've been playing golf since I was a little kid," Leong said. "It's something that I've always enjoyed and it's been a part of my life for as long as I can remember." Leong has been playing golf for over 10 years and has won several tournaments in his career.

Both of them are looking forward to competing in the Amateur. "I'm excited to be able to compete in an event like this," Leong said. "It's something that I've always wanted to do and I'm excited to be able to do it." Bain is also looking forward to the experience. "I'm excited to be able to compete in an event like this," Bain said. "It's something that I've always wanted to do and I'm excited to be able to do it."
Leong will be making his first appearance at the legendary tournament, while it will be the second go-round for Bain, as he made it to the match play in 2003 at Oakmont Country Club, also in Pennsylvania.

"I definitely hope to be able to play, because I've played before, and it's something I think I can definitely do," Leong said. "I think I can definitely do it and that feeling of being out there playing on the major stage is something I really want to do, so I definitely think I'm going to be able to make the match play."
Soccer hopes to put a positive spin on low preseason ranking in C-USA coaches poll

Owens made a private situation public, a business move personal
Peace Mom Just Left-Wing tool

Gaza pullout harsh but needed

Central Florida Future
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OUR STANCE

Peace Mom just left-wing tool

ONE of the most controversial aspects of the war in Iraq is a vigil being held outside President George W. Bush’s Crawford, Texas ranch, by the mother of a fallen soldier. Since Aug. 16, Cindy Sheehan has been stationed near President Bush’s Texas ranch—though one sympathetic former aide has allowed Sheehan and her crew to use his property. On Aug. 16, the Bush family issued a statement saying, “Cindy Sheehan’s visit is a gross imposition upon our family and the healing process as the most painful time of our lives.”

In his editorial, the editorial page editor noted that Sheehan has been�
doing““a bold move on his part” in coming to Crawford. But he also noted that Sheehan’s actions, which took place yesterday, were in response to the Bush family statement and are therefore less the result of a desire to destroy the president’s personal time than to place pressure on the president to act.

In an interview, Sudanese civil rights activist Sadek al-Khairi recently said, “I’m trying to call the Bush family attention to their own behavior, brought her husband and their two sons, deep into the heart of a military region, for all the wrong reasons. And that’s the truth; the truth is this woman is a political activist. Her life work and her goals have been by fighting for human rights and for the freedom of Gaza. In her production of the regions, Sheehan is a political activist. She has attracted considerable attention, even internationally. She has been reading about the two regions and has been eyeing them as a bold move on his part in coming to Crawford. But he also noted that Sheehan’s actions, which took place yesterday, were in response to the Bush family statement and are therefore less the result of a desire to destroy the president’s personal time than to place pressure on the president to act.

In an interview, Sudanese civil rights activist Sadek al-Khairi recently said, “I’m trying to call the Bush family attention to their own behavior, brought her husband and their two sons, deep into the heart of a military region, for all the wrong reasons. And that’s the truth; the truth is this woman is a political activist. Her life work and her goals have been by fighting for human rights and for the freedom of Gaza. In her production of the regions, Sheehan is a political activist. She has attracted considerable attention, even internationally. She has been reading about the two regions and has been eyeing them as a bold move on his part in coming to Crawford. But he also noted that Sheehan’s actions, which took place yesterday, were in response to the Bush family statement and are therefore less the result of a desire to destroy the president’s personal time than to place pressure on the president to act.

In an interview, Sudanese civil rights activist Sadek al-Khairi recently said, “I’m trying to call the Bush family attention to their own behavior, brought her husband and their two sons, deep into the heart of a military region, for all the wrong reasons. And that’s the truth; the truth is this woman is a political activist. Her life work and her goals have been by fighting for human rights and for the freedom of Gaza. In her production of the regions, Sheehan is a political activist. She has attracted considerable attention, even internationally. She has been reading about the two regions and has been eyeing them as a bold move on his part in coming to Crawford. But he also noted that Sheehan’s actions, which took place yesterday, were in response to the Bush family statement and are therefore less the result of a desire to destroy the president’s personal time than to place pressure on the president to act.
Taking my harassement of
women across America

One of my greatest pas-
sions in life is travel. I
love the open road and I
actually
enjoy being wedged
between a lady and her cry-
ing baby when I travel by
plane. The truth is, I simply
am weak for big cities.

Last week I had the plea-
sure of visiting Nashville
for my newspaper’s national
coverage.

While some might think
it was a gathering of
longing singles.

stories of upstarts and
mass shootings, it was
more to me. I knocked out
dirty old cars in the citty
that I have never really been seen.

What I discovered was a very plain and sim-
ple city, filled with public plows and sinning
southern belle, it was my high school;

There was that bar, The Skip, that made
Cow boys look like lads. Teddy Kevin and I
spent the night talking to the two best-looking
girls in the bar, of course, that shut down
but still felt that a damn good time. Yeah, we
even played in a golf tournament at Vander-
bilt last month from 9 to 10 am, and we
won. Obviously the competition must
have been in wheelchairs and had no arms, but
it still made the time in Tennessee that much
better.

So I left my new favorite city and tied all
of my friends how much I want to know them.
I realized something — I said that about
every city I’ve ever been to. Now I know about
Scottsdale and I said that Boston and
Washington, D.C. were the most amazing cities
on earth. I figured there was only one solution
and that was to compare the major cities. I’ve
been to and gamed about the cities I’ve never
been to and gamed about.

Try to think about a place...but if
you ask me.

The Big Apple

My dear friend and colleague
(defend my igno-
rance is traveling. I love
the sports bars I’ve ever been to, especially consid-
oring baby when

Central Florida Florida, University Blvd.

Getting a chance to

2 Meeting Rooms for

High Speed Internet

Room Service for Guests

Pet Friendly

High Speed Internet Access

All 3 locations within 1/2 mile from UCF
located on University Blvd!

"Your Marawitt Awaits"
Picture This Opportunity.

Full-Time & Part-Time Roles Available.

Outline the magic as a PhotoPass Photographer at Walt Disney World® Resort! Use the lens in digital photography while creating magic for our Guests.

Candidates must have the ability to profitably approach and engage Guests and learn to use the latest digital photography equipment. Photographic experience is not required as training is on the job.

Full-time and Part-time PhotoPass Photographers may be eligible to participate in a 401(k) plan and receive Theme Park admission upon successful completion.

Full-time PhotoPass Photographers may be eligible to receive health benefits plus paid vacation and sick days.

Apply online at DisneyCareers.com. Keyword Search: PhotoPass

407.828.1000

UCF’s FREE Online System
With Over 4,000 Employers! Available to Summer Graduates

Through KnightLink, students can search for:

- Full-time Jobs
- Part-time Jobs
- Internships

Stop by Career Services located on the 1st Floor of the Student Union between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Positions start at $7.50 per hour. We are holding open interviews Tues., August 23rd & Wed. the 24th.

- Flexible Hours
- Management Opportunities
- Great Pay

Ask about our College Student hiring bonus.

Call now to schedule your interview 1-877-689-0423 or email juicertrujim@gmail.com.
Super Saver Foods
Means Low Prices!

You SAVE Everyday on Over 27,000 Items.

Assorted Pork Sirloin Chops

Super Size Package 6-11 lb.

98¢

lb.

Firm Ripe Roma Tomatoes

68¢

lb.

Boneless Beef Top Sirloin Steaks

2.88

lb.

Sweet Ripe Watermelon

2.98

ea.

Flanders Ground Beef Patties

2.48

ea.

Catfish Nuggets Individually Quick Frozen

98¢

lb.

Jumbo Sweet Onions

78¢

lb.

Turkey Wings and Drumsticks

59¢

lb.

Sliced to Order in Our Deli

1.99

lb.

Fresh!

Fieldcrest Gallon Milk

2.38

ea.

Fresh!

Natural Light or Ice 18-pack,
12 oz. Cans

7.99

ea.

Sweet Juicy Peaches

88¢

lb.

Clorox Ultra Bleach Regular

88¢

ea.

KISSIMMEE

OCDEE

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

19172 S. State Road 528

1609 East Silver Star Rd.

5574 West Colonial Dr.

11756 East Colonial Dr.

1062 S. Apopka Vineland Rd.

1575 S. Apopka Vineland Rd.

1140 N. Colonial Dr.

701 S. Colonial Dr.

1560 East Silver Star Rd.

(407) 342-8500

(407) 857-1041

(407) 290-4980

(407) 273-0911

(407) 347-9999

(407) 857-1041

(407) 290-4980

(407) 273-0911

(407) 342-8500

We Accept WIC

www.supersaverfoods.com

Store hours: 6am to 11pm

Rain Check: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advertised merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check will be issued enabling you to buy the item at the advertised price as soon as it becomes available. Savings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the right to limit quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers.